Сheck out our 13th story about delivering an EPCM project in the year 2000! Our company optimized a
sound-reducing building, which back then made shackles manufacturer Van Beest meet the modern market
and new environmental requirements. Read the authentic article from that time to learn how it all went!

In Sliedrecht, home of the Dutch dredging industry, a former
shipyard site is completely transformed to house the new factory
of Van Beest, worldwide supplier of Green Pin® shackles. The new
premises will replace both the ‘historically grown’ production
facilities across the street and incorporate a vast existing
warehouse, built some ten years ago.
‘This year’, says technical director Mr Martin den Ottolander, ‘will mark
a milestone in our continuous process of production optimisation. It also
marks the conclusion of a period of studies into the most optimal
production location, ranging from adapting the existing one to
completely newly built premises somewhere else. Expansion at our
Sliedrecht premises seemed the most attractive option. As we are
situated in a residential area, there was one firm restriction: to acquire a
building permit the new plant should have strongly reduced noise and
vibration emissions. Practically this meant that all roof and fagade
elements had to be designed accordingly.’
All-round optimisation
The artistic view of the new production unit shows that it ‘embraces’ the
existing warehouse, leaving room for extending the storage space as
well. Mr Den Ottolander continues: ‘It meets every demand considering
customer requirements, labour conditions and the environment for
many years to come. Modern logistic and information systems will
optimise the efficiency of material flows, stock control and distribution'

To ensure a professional approach of both
planning and budget control we contracted
Tebodin firstly for technical assistance in the
design evaluation and logistics and secondly on
an EPCM- basis (Engineering, Procurement and
Construction Management) for the realization of
the new buildings, including coordination
services related to the move and installation of
the existing production machines'.
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The total surface area of the new premises measures 11, 700
m2 and will allow a doubling of the present production
capacity under much more efficient conditions. ‘It will boost
our present position on the world market’, concludes Mr Den
Ottolander, ‘making Sliedrecht the home of the Green Pin®
shackles as well.
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